
DIV LAYOUT “PATIENCE IS A VIRTUE”

Great article/tutorial:  

http://www.adobe.com/devnet/dreamweaver/articles/css_2c_tableless_02.html

Before you build your div layout, it is important to have your site mapped out or a “mock-up.”  

You should know the order of your divs and their dimensions.

1.  Create new, blank HTML file in Dreamweaver and attach an external stylesheet.

2  Always type this after the html tag: margin: 0; padding : 0; to clear up any browser issues.

It should look like this:  

 html {

 margin: 0; padding : 0;

 }

3.  Start with the “container” div

 a.  Click on the “Insert div tag” icon or Insert > Layout Objects > div tag

 b.  In the Insert Div Tag dialog box (see below), leave Insert set to the default (Insert:   

 At insertion point), type container in the ID field, and click OK. This will place a single   

 div on the page.

 c.  In Design view, delete “Content for id ‘container’ Goes Here”.

4.   Now you will “nest” your other divs

 a.  Think of the organization of your divs top to bottom, left to right.  

 

 b.  Just as you did above, and without moving your cursor, insert another div element.  

 This time, give it the ID of header and click OK.  Your header is now “nested.”



 c.  Place your cursor after the closing tag of the header div (either in the Code view pane or  

 by selecting the header div on the tag selector at the bottom of the document and clicking   

 your right arrow key once) and insert a div with the ID of sidebar1  Note that these divs are   

 NOT nested in the header, but in the container.Your Design view should look like this:

5.  Define “Body” tag.  Before you style your divs it is good practice to go ahead and style the 

“body.”  

 a.  You can select the body by clicking the gray <body> on the bottom of the window, then   

 click the “New CSS Rule” icon in the CSS Panel.

 b.  Choose “Tag (redefines an HTML element)

 c.  Give it basic text properties such as a font, font color, font size, etc.  

6.  If you want your website to stay centered on the page:  

 a.  Make a new rule for the “container” by positioning your cursor in it and clicking the “New  

 CSS Rule” icon in the CSS Panel OR create a new rule and type “#container.”

 b.  In the “Box” set the margin-left and the margin-right to “auto.”

 c.  You can also elect to give your container a “width.”  It should be the width of your web  

 site.  For example:  800px

7..  Create CSS rules for your other divs

 a.  It is good practice to give them different color backgrounds 

 b.  Make sure they are floating “left.”

 c.  Instead of thinking in “pixels” another practice is to think in “percentages.”  For example,   

 you want your header to be 100% of the container.

 d.  You do not have to always insert a height.  Another option is to let the content decide the  

 height.

8.  Modify your divs with padding, margins, colors, etc.  Have fun!

REMEMBER, PATIENCE IS A VIRTUE!


